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Monday 10 April

08.00
Registration
Main Foyer

08.30
Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall H

SPONSORED BY

10.00
Opening of the Conference
Main Auditorium
Kate Price, Chair, UKSG

Greetings from NASIG
Anna Creech, President, NASIG

Presentation of the 2017 John Merriman Joint NASIG/UKSG Awards
Christoph Chesher, Taylor & Francis

UK AWARD SPONSORED BY

Presentation to the sponsored students and early career professionals
Liam Earney, Jisc
Jon Reid, LM Information Delivery
Hilary Schan-Martyn, SAGE Publishing

AWARDS SPONSORED BY

Plenary Session I
Threats and opportunities
Main Auditorium
Chair: Kate Price, King’s College London

10.30
Access, ethics and piracy
Stuart Lawson
Birkbeck, University of London

Ownership of intellectual property rights for a large proportion of the scholarly record is held by publishers, so a majority of journal articles are behind paywalls and unavailable to most people. As a result some readers are encouraged to use pirate websites such as Sci-Hub to access them, a practice that is alternately regarded as criminal and unethical or as a justified act of civil disobedience. This presentation considers both the efficacy and ethics of piracy, placing ‘guerrilla open access’ within a longer history of piracy and access to knowledge. By doing so, we can see that piracy is an inevitable part of the intellectual landscape that can render the current intellectual property regime irrelevant. If we wish to actively construct a true scholarly commons, open access emerges as a contender for moving beyond proprietary forms of commodifying scholarly knowledge towards the creation of an open scholarly communication system that is fit for purpose.

STUART LAWSON is a doctoral researcher at Birkbeck, University of London undertaking a PhD in the politics of open access. Stuart is an information professional and radical librarian who is a founding editor of the Journal of Radical Librarianship. Much of their work, both research and practice, has involved opening up financial data about journal publishing and open access.

FIND OUT MORE: VISIT STANDS 88/89/90/91 OR WWW.IET.TV

Photographer Sam Atkins will be operating throughout the conference and some of the images taken will be used for future publicity purposes. Please lodge any concerns at the Conference Registration Desk.
THE NEW OXFORD SHAKESPEARE

Visit stands 74 & 75 at UKSG 2017

MODERN CRITICAL EDITION | CRITICAL REFERENCE EDITION | AUTHORSHIP COMPANION

The New Oxford Shakespeare presents an entirely new consideration of all of Shakespeare’s works, edited from first principles from the base-texts themselves, and drawing on the latest textual and theatrical scholarship.

The online edition brings the content of all three print editions together as one powerful resource.

Visit the OUP stand at UKSG 2017, to find out more or arrange a free trial. You can also enter our prize draw to find your fortune and take a #ShakespeareSelfie!

Find out more at www.newoxfordshakespeare.com
Plenary Session I

Threats and opportunities

Main Auditorium
Chair: Kate Price, King’s College London

11.00

Irresponsible publication practices – more than just a wolf in sheep’s clothing!

Donald Samulack
Editage/Cactus Communications

We are at a turning point in scholarly publishing, not just figuratively, but literally! To date, we’ve framed that predatory publishing is a risk to the integrity of the scholarly literature, not only because of irresponsible practices and the lack of peer review eroding the trustworthiness of published material, but also because a journal could disappear overnight and useful scholarly works can be lost. Ironically, we have just witnessed the disappearance of one of our watchdog efforts – Beall’s List. This is a watershed moment for all things predatory to blossom and needs to be an industry wake-up call for the need for reliable and sustainable resources to counter such activities. Irregular publication practices are not only in predatory publishing, but in irresponsible author services as well. This presentation will outline the main issues, define the threats, give perspective as to where we are, and showcase opportunities in moving forward.

DONALD SAMULACK, PhD is President of the US Operations for Editage / Cactus Communications, where he is actively involved in supporting the language editing and publication needs of the academic and publishing communities, managing workflow across global time zones, and raising the level of awareness and professionalism of good publication practices worldwide. As such, he understands the logistics of scholarly publication and the global outsourcing of language editing and author support services, and is a major player in shaping perceptions, defining workflows and delivering quality. He has been active in addressing ‘irresponsible’ commercial activities on the scholarly landscape and has mounted an industry-wide global call-to-action to build a Coalition for Responsible Publication Resources (CRPR; www.RPRcoalition.org; @RPRcoalition) to help authors identify ethical publishers and author services, and to help co-ordinate dialogue across industries about predatory commercial practices in scholarly publishing.

11.30

Consolidating into a new industry

David Worlock
Consultant

In the post-open access world of self-publishing and universal data availability, the industry that serves scholarly communication and supports the availability and comparability of research findings will look very different from the ‘publishing’ industry of today. This session will identify potential market leaders for 2025 who are not yet service vendors today, and suggest the consolidation of journal publishing into them. On the other side, case studies of innovative service and solution providers are included to put down markers against the type of research support which the research community will demand and expect.

DAVID WORLOCK has over thirty years of experience in digital publishing marketplaces. He founded Electronic Publishing Services Ltd (EPS) in 1985, a research and consultancy company working with the digital content industry in developing strategies for products and markets in consumer and business sectors. Outsell, Inc acquired EPS in 2006. David chairs Outsell’s Leadership Councils, a member service for over 150 CEOs and senior executives of media publishing and information provider companies in the USA and Europe. He is also Senior Advisor at Quayle Munro, the independent mergers and acquisitions advisory firm, and a board member at Map of Agriculture, a big data start-up in agribusiness. A respected thought leader, David frequently speaks at industry conferences and advises clients worldwide. He also works in private equity and technology start-ups, and he writes at www.davidworlock.com.
Lightning Talks Session 1

Lightning talks will take place in the Main Auditorium. Presenters will give a brief overview of a topic and delegates will have an opportunity to find out more in smaller informal follow-up groups/poster sessions in the Hall H foyer.

1. UoM Checkout App
Ian Gifford
University of Manchester Library
Ian will give an overview of the recently developed University of Manchester CheckOut App for android devices which enables library users to self-issue books through the scanning of RFID tags, allowing them to scan-and-go at the shelves. The app also allows users to renew books, check their account and search for related items.

2. Off-campus access should just work
Tasha Mellins-Cohen
HighWire Press
In interviews with researchers HighWire found that a major pain point was getting access to subscribed materials from off campus. Proxy servers and VPNs are just way more complicated to use than most researchers and students working at home will tolerate. Google Scholar and HighWire have been working on a solution that notes a user’s access on campus and handshakes to make that same access work off campus. The new service requires no configuration from users. It just works.

3. Measuring openness over managing mandates
Christopher Daley and David Walters
Brunel University London
One year on from the implementation of HEFCE’s open access policy, we consider whether a simple measure of ‘openness’ can help to inform future research policies and in the process make open access more than just a ‘tick-box’ compliance exercise for academics. We conclude by speculating on how this simple measure can potentially free up support staff from excessive administrative requirements to re-focus on promoting the broader benefits of open scholarship.
Monday 10 April

13.30  
**Breakout sessions (Group A)**
HIC breakout rooms

14.30  
**Breakout sessions (Group B)**
HIC breakout rooms

15.30  
**Refreshments and exhibition viewing**
Hall H

**SPONSORED BY**

16.00  
**Breakout sessions (Group C)**
HIC breakout rooms

**Lightning Talks Session 1**
Main Auditorium

**Chair:** Yann Amouroux, *Bioscientifica*

17.00  
**1. UoM Checkout App**
Ian Gifford, *University of Manchester Library*

17.10  
**2. Off-campus access should just work**
Tasha Mellins-Cohen, *HighWire Press*

17.20  
**3. Measuring openness over managing mandates**
Christopher Daley and David Walters,  
*Brunel University London*

17.30 to 18.30  
**Reception and exhibition viewing**
Hall H

19.00  
**‘70s Party Night**
Royal Hall

(pre-booking was required)

**SPONSORED BY**

or:

**Free evening**

---

**Applied Physics Reviews offers two types of reviews—**

- **Regular reviews:** Comprehensive reviews covering established areas in depth
- **Focused reviews:** Concise reviews covering new and emerging areas of science

---

**Editors-in-Chief:**

**Bill R. Appleton**  
*University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA*

**John M. Poate**  
*Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO, USA*

---

**STOP BY THE AIP PUBLISHING STAND # 69**

in the Exhibit Hall to request more information about **Applied Physics Reviews**.

---

*2015 Journal Citation Reports,* Science Edition  
(Thomson Reuters 2016)

**apr.aip.org**
Join our stand reception in celebration of new 2017 titles and partnerships
refreshments and canapés served

Monday from 5pm

STAND 105-106

NEW FOR 2017

Visit the team to view our new teaching and research collections, including
‘Socialism on Film’ - videos sourced from the British Film Institute, and
‘East India Company’ - sourced from the British Library

www.amdigital.co.uk
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS IN PUBLISHING

Come and celebrate our anniversary and find out about Emerald’s 50-year history.

Join us for food and drinks at stand no. 63 on Monday from 5pm with our celebratory cake being cut at 5.30pm.
Plenary Session 2

Research funding, support and reward

Main Auditorium
Chair: Charlie Rapple, Kudos

09.00

Focusing upstream: supporting scholarly communication by academics

Chris Banks
Imperial College London

Chris will expand on her Insights article where she discusses the broad and complex funder open access (OA) policy environment in the UK and describes some of the challenges libraries face in providing frictionless services to support academic compliance. She offers a view on the actions of publishers in this policy environment, as well as outlining how strategic discussions have moved beyond the library to include the whole institution. She will then go on to work being led by Imperial College London to develop a new OA policy and licence which will support academics and institutions with compliance and HEFCE Research Excellence Framework eligibility in a single step.

CHRIS BANKS (FRSA) is Assistant Provost (Space) & Director of Library Services at Imperial College London. Chris joined Imperial in September 2013. She had previously worked at the University of Aberdeen where she was University Librarian and Director of Library, Special Collections and Museums and was the library lead on the award-winning £57m library project, and at the British Library where she spent over 20 years in a variety of curatorial, management and strategic roles. Chris is active nationally and internationally on matters of content strategy and has a particular interest in the scholarly communications landscape that is evolving as a result of diverse funder open access policies.

09.30

GO FAIR – beyond open access

Barend Mons
Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences

With a focus on the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) Barend will discuss how FAIR Data and GO FAIR are related to it, and how the ‘article (+)’ approach is failing contemporary science. We need to switch to a ‘data (+)’ approach, according to the former chair of the High Level Expert Group of the EOSC. The final aim is an Internet of FAIR Data and Services, where virtual machines and data find each other to enable a global social machine to drive Open Science.

BAREND MONS is a molecular biologist by training (PhD Leiden University 1986). He spent over 15 years in malaria research in close collaboration with endemic countries. After that he gained experience in computer-assisted knowledge discovery, which is still his research focus. He spent time with the European Commission as a Seconded National Expert with the INCO-DC programme (1993-1996) and with the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO 1966-1999). Barend also co-founded several spin-off companies. In 2000 he founded the biosemantics group in Rotterdam and later also in Leiden. Currently, Barend is Professor in Biosemantics at the Human Genetics department of Leiden University Medical Center, is Head of Node for ELIXIR-NL at the Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences, Integrator Life Sciences at the Netherlands eScience Center, and a board member of the Leiden Centre of Data Science.
10.00

The present and future of university-based publishing

Amy Brand
The MIT Press

Research universities produce research content and consider it core to their mission to disseminate the fruits of scholarship as widely as possible for application in instruction, public policy and further research. Amy Brand will discuss research dissemination activities across the university, and the shifting constellation of roles and incentives in university-based publishing.

AMY BRAND was named Director of the MIT Press in July 2015. She had previously served as VP Academic and Research Relations and VP North America at Digital Science. From 2008 to 2013 Brand worked at Harvard University, first as Program Manager of the Office for Scholarly Communication and then as Assistant Provost for Faculty Appointments and Information. Before moving to Harvard she held long-term positions as an Executive Editor at the MIT Press and as Director of Business and Product Development at Crossref. Brand serves on the National Academy of Sciences Board on Research Data and Information, the Duraspace Board of Directors, was a founding member of the ORCID Board and regularly advises on key community initiatives in digital scholarship. She holds a BA in Linguistics from Barnard College and a PhD in cognitive science from MIT.

10.30 Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall H

11.00 Breakout sessions (Group A)
HIC breakout rooms

Tuesday continued overleaf
4. Making social media work for you: engaging students, building connections and finding a library voice

Zelda Chatten
University of Liverpool

Since embarking on a sustained programme of development the University of Liverpool Library has built up a popular verified Twitter account with over 8,000 followers. The social media team has created a coherent and collective library ‘voice’ to creatively engage and connect with library users. This talk will explore the benefits of taking a team approach and offer an insight into the relevance of social media to academic libraries.

5. Shouting in the Library

Caroline Kimbell
Senate House Library, University of London

London University was described by Dickens as ‘the people’s university’ – its founding principles emphasised social inclusion and anti-elitism. Senate House Library holds a unique corpus of radical political collections and our ‘Radical Voices’ season saw contemporary radical thinkers continuing this mission. The talk outlines the successes and challenges of the programme.
6. Facts of the matter: what librarians want publishers to know

Bernie Folan  
_Bernie Folan Research and Consulting_  
Claire Grace  
_The Open University_

As an independent consultant carrying out market research in scholarly communication, I spend time talking to librarians on behalf of publishers. I frequently hear that the experience of a publisher library advisory meeting can involve librarians being talked at, sold to, and often not given sufficient time to talk. In an attempt to redress the balance, this short feedback session, delivered with Claire Grace, will offer publishers and others the chance to hear the outcomes of recent research asking librarians what they feel publishers should hear.

**Lightning Talks Session 2**
Main Auditorium

**Chair:** Colleen Campbell, _ITHAKA International_

12.00  
4. Making social media work for you: engaging students, building connections and finding a library voice  
Zelda Chatten, _University of Liverpool_

12.10  
5. Shouting in the Library  
Caroline Kimbell, _Senate House Library, University of London_

12.20  
6. Facts of the matter: what librarians want publishers to know  
Bernie Folan, _Bernie Folan Research and Consulting_  
Claire Grace, _The Open University_

12.30  
**UKSG Annual General Meeting**  
Main Auditorium

13.00  
**Lunch and exhibition viewing**  
Hall H

**SPONSORED BY**

14.30  
**Breakout sessions (Group B)**  
HIC breakout rooms

15.30  
**Refreshments and exhibition viewing**  
Hall H

**SPONSORED BY**

16.00  
**Breakout sessions (Group D)**  
HIC breakout rooms

> _Tuesday continued overleaf_
Supporting world class chemistry research

As the oldest chemical society, with 175 years of history, one of our priorities is to promote and support world class chemistry research, advancing excellence in the chemical sciences.

We do this through the high quality content we publish.

A world-leading journal portfolio
43 peer-reviewed journals that feature the best science, from original research articles to authoritative reviews. And the research published is global, in 2016 authors came from over 113 countries.

In-depth chemistry books & eBooks
We are the only major society publisher of print and eBooks in the chemical sciences. In 2016 we published over 100 books written by field leaders. Authors working at the top 5 universities in the world* have chosen to publish books with us.

High quality chemical databases
ChemSpider allows free access to over 58 million structures, The Merck Index* Online provides curated information on over 19,000 compounds and MarinLit is dedicated to cataloguing the complete literature on marine natural products.

Spanning the breadth of the chemical sciences
Our international publishing portfolio spans from the core chemical sciences to biology, biophysics, energy and environment, engineering, materials, medicines and physics.

The largest chemistry journal goes OA
RSC Advances is already known for innovation, and now from January 2017, we’re open access too. RSC Advances, is the largest chemistry journal, and from January 2017 we have made it OA. We have have also set the APC to one of the lowest in the industry.

Find out more at stands 3 & 4

*Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2016
ANNUAL REVIEWS • CONNECT WITH OUR EXPERTS

EXPERT INSIGHT, SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
Annual Reviews is a nonprofit publisher of highly cited review journals dedicated to synthesizing and integrating knowledge for the progress of science and the benefit of society.

Visit us in stand #101 to learn about completing your collection and to enter our prize drawing for an iPad Mini.

NEWEST JOURNALS FROM ANNUAL REVIEWS:
• Annual Review of Cancer Biology • Volume 1: March 2017
• Annual Review of Linguistics
• Annual Review of Vision Science

2018:
• Annual Review of Biomedical Data Science
• Annual Review of Criminology
• Annual Review of Control, Robotics, and Autonomous Systems

SECURE ACCESS FOR YOUR PATRONS TODAY
Visit www.annualreviews.org or email sales@annualreviews.org.

ANNUAL REVIEWS • CELEBRATING 85 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY
Email: sales@annualreviews.org | www.annualreviews.org

CNKI your best choice for information solutions from China.
CNKI integrates over 90% of China knowledge and information resources, with the most comprehensive system of academic journals, dissertations, yearbooks & statistics, reference works, proceedings, newspapers, e-books, etc. And we specialize in digitization and knowledge management services. Over 20,000 institutions in China and over 1,500 institutions from other countries around the world are enjoying information and services provided by CNKI.

Technology & Services
What we can do for you:
How can we make our library special?
We help you digitize your special collections, build and manage your own databases for permanent reservation.

How can we keep vigilant on academic misconduct?
We help you personalize your misconduct checking system.

How can our researchers have online information exchanges and cooperation?
We provide a platform for scholars to build a research team and manage their research projects online.

How can we create our own journal?
We provide a cloud publishing system for whole process management of your journal.

Want to know more?
Want to be our local technology service partner/agent?
Contact Jane Shaw, Europe Sales Manager
Tel: (86) 188 1063 0820
Email: jane.xiao@int.cnki.net

Facebook: CNKI Overseas
7. Publishing for purpose

Andrea Powell  
CABI

The United Nations Agenda for Sustainable Development recognises that access to knowledge and to modern ICTs is not a development outcome but rather a catalyst for development. If the world is to achieve such an ambitious programme, it needs to base interventions on evidence and bridge the gap between research and practice with effective knowledge transfer. Publishers can play a major part in achieving this vision; CABI’s story can illustrate how.

8. Putting the repository at the heart of REF readiness at the University of Glasgow

Michael Eadie  
University of Glasgow

This lightning talk will provide an overview of the key role which Enlighten, our institutional repository, plays in our preparations for the next REF and our current REF-readiness exercise. This includes highlighting the open access and REF-eligible status of selected outputs and strong partnerships with our Research Office and Colleges.

9. Tools and trials at Cambridge University Press

Monica Moniz  
Cambridge University Press

Recent developments in technology have allowed for a greater diversity of approaches to peer review, impact metrics, etc. In this talk the presenter will reflect on the perceived need for a wider range of publishing solutions, together with outcomes and lessons learned from trials of these new approaches and applications.
Tuesday 11 April

Lightning Talks Session 3
Main Auditorium
Chair: David Summers, Lancaster University

17.00
7. Publishing for purpose
Andrea Powell, CABI

17.10
8. Putting the repository at the heart of REF readiness at the University of Glasgow
Michael Eadie, University of Glasgow

17.20
9. Tools and trials at Cambridge University Press
Monica Moniz, Cambridge University Press

17.30 to 18.00
Exhibition viewing
Hall H

Evening theme: Ruby Tuesday
Venue: Rudding Park

19.00
Reception

20.45
Conference dinner

22.45 to 01.00
Band and bar
Global Licensing and Content Solutions

RightsLink® for Open Access
STREAMLINE TRANSACTIONS OF EVERY TYPE THROUGHOUT THE AUTHOR LIFECYCLE
- Custom cover payments
- Open access fees
- Subscription fees
- Membership dues
- Publication charges
- Page and color charges
- Supplemental data fees

RightsLink® for Permissions
CLEAR PERMISSIONS DIRECTLY FROM PUBLISHERS’ SITES
- Automates permissions, fully reflecting the publisher’s business rules
- Provides real-time reporting, offering insight into buyer behavior
- Frees up permissions staff to focus on high-level revenue-generating tasks
- 24/7 customer support

Republication Solution
A ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR RIGHTS ACQUISITION
- Covers STM, Professional Development, Higher Education, and K-12 content
- Automates permissions in accordance with publisher rules for each type of use
- Provides an improved customer experience
- Helps you increase permissions revenue

LEARN MORE
Explore the ways in which Copyright Clearance Center can help you fast track your publishing business.

+1.978.646.2800
copyright.com/rightsholders
rightsholders@copyright.com
Libraries ARE the future.

Libraries are evolving into technology and information-services hubs essential for leading-edge learning, groundbreaking research, and optimal student outcomes.

McGraw-Hill Education delivers engaging, adaptive and personalised solutions that improve performance and results. We combine proven, research-based content with the best emerging digital technologies to guide assessment, teaching and learning to achieve the best possible outcome for students, lecturers and institutions.

Visit stand 31 to find out more.

www.mheducation.co.uk

Join SAGE Publishing for a glass of champagne, to explore, learn and toast to changing research. In our one-hour drop in session we will be exploring:

- **How is technology influencing the way researchers conduct their study?**
- **What tools and resources are needed by students in this digital age?**
- **As partners in the academic community how can we engage and support current changes?**

How are you adapting? What resources do you need? Come and talk to us and don’t forget to pick up your **3 month extended free trial** to SAGE Video and SAGE Business Cases.

**Where:** Queen’s Suite, room 3  
**When:** Monday 10th April, 17:30-18:30
Post-Truth: debating the role of academics, publishers and librarians in a world of ‘alternative facts’

Charlotte Roueché
King’s College London, Department of Classics
and guests

On 10 January 2017 Robert Kennedy Jr, conspiracy theorist and proponent of Andrew Wakefield’s discredited linkage between the MMR vaccine and the onset of autism, emerged from an hour-long meeting with Donald Trump to announce that he had been asked to chair a commission on ‘vaccination safety and scientific integrity’. Although the President’s team later denied that there would be a commission, this story reflects an atmosphere of profound mistrust of scientific information in one of the most scientifically advanced nations on the planet.

We can look on and marvel: but we can’t just blame opportunist politicians. We, the curators of knowledge – academics, publishers and librarians – have to accept our own responsibility for learning, understanding and truth. Where else should people go to find objective truth than to books, to journals and to libraries? And how should people discern the difference between responsible reporting and politicised media messaging?

During this debate we will investigate our own understanding of our roles in the knowledge economy of the 21st century. Is good quality knowledge accessible to all? Are people well equipped to understand the knowledge that is available to them? Is the very phrase ‘knowledge economy’ putting a cost on truth? Are we reinforcing an image of true understanding as being reserved for an élite – those who can enter the libraries (physically or virtually) or afford the publications?

This is a question for all of us. We will invite to the stage representatives of our community to start the debate but we hope that you, the audience, will participate wholeheartedly.
Wednesday 12 April

09.00  
**Registration**  
Main Foyer

09.30  
**Breakout sessions (Group C)**  
HIC breakout rooms

10.30  
**Refreshments and exhibition viewing**  
Hall H

SPONSORED BY

11.00  
**Breakout sessions (Group D)**  
HIC breakout rooms

**Plenary Session 3**  
**Scholarly communications in the wider world**  
Main Auditorium

Chair: Incoming Chair, UKSG

12.00  
**Introduction**  
Incoming Chair, UKSG

12.15  
**Post-Truth: debating the role of academics, publishers and librarians in a world of ‘alternative facts’**

Charlotte Roueché, King’s College London, *Department of Classics*  
and guests

13.15  
**Close of conference**

PACKED LUNCH SPONSORED BY

INTERESTED?

If you are interested in volunteering with UKSG, take a look at the ways in which you could contribute your expertise

[http://www.uksg.org/getinvolved](http://www.uksg.org/getinvolved)

and get in touch with us: Sarah Bull (sarah@uksg.org)

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

Your feedback is crucial in helping to shape future UKSG conferences.

Tell us what you liked and didn’t like.

Tell us what you want to see more of.

Please complete our post-event survey.

A BIG THANK YOU ...

to the amazing volunteers who contribute the great ideas and content that shape UKSG events and activities …

from managing UKSG publications, designing and delivering seminars and webinars, to planning UKSG events …

and much more …

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

Your feedback is crucial in helping to shape future UKSG conferences.

Tell us what you liked and didn’t like.

Tell us what you want to see more of.

Please complete our post-event survey.

---

**INTERESTED?**

If you are interested in volunteering with UKSG, take a look at the ways in which you could contribute your expertise

[http://www.uksg.org/getinvolved](http://www.uksg.org/getinvolved)

and get in touch with us: Sarah Bull (sarah@uksg.org)

**TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!**

Your feedback is crucial in helping to shape future UKSG conferences.

Tell us what you liked and didn’t like.

Tell us what you want to see more of.

Please complete our post-event survey.
Discover the new UK Jisc National Bibliographic Knowledgebase (NBK)

In February, Jisc and OCLC announced their plans to work with the UK academic community in building a new shared service to improve library collection management and discovery. Termed the National Bibliographic Knowledgebase (NBK), the initiative is a key part of delivering on a vision of a national digital library for the UK.

Join Jisc and OCLC to toast the commencement of the project, and to learn more about progress and the vision for the new service.

**WHEN:** Monday 10 April, 17.00 to 18.00  
**WHERE:** Queen’s Suite, Room 4  
**SPEAKING:**  
Neil Grindley, Head of Resource Discovery, Jisc  
Axel Kaschte, Product Strategy Director EMEA, OCLC

Secure your seat by registering at [connect.oclc.org/JiscOCLCNBK](http://connect.oclc.org/JiscOCLCNBK)

For more information, visit OCLC at stands 13 and 14 on the exhibition floor.
NEW IN 2017

Exploring Chemistry, from Earth to the Cosmos.
Access included for All Publications customers

OTHER PRODUCT UPDATES IN 2017

Now available on the ACS platform
New library-centric features

c&en GLOBAL ENTERPRISE

ACS REAGENT CHEMICALS
11th Edition
Now available on the ACS platform
New, easier navigation
Full-text discoverability

FIND OUT ABOUT THESE EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS FROM THE ACS PUBLICATIONS BOOTH
Have you discovered IOP ebooks™ yet?

What makes this award-winning programme different to other society collections?

IOP ebooks brings together innovative digital publishing with leading voices from across physics and related disciplines to give you high-quality research that can be explored in the most interactive way possible.

- **No DRM**
  - We offer libraries simultaneous access so your users don’t have to wait for the books they need

- **One-time, perpetual purchase with no maintenance fees**
  - Ensure the content you buy is for the researchers of today and tomorrow

- **More reading choices for you**
  - All ebook chapters can be downloaded in EPUB3, HTML, MOBI and PDF. We also offer whole-book downloads

- **New and free to read**
  - The Physics World Discovery collection provides readers with expert introductions to the hottest topics

- **Broad coverage**
  - Pioneering books in more than 20 subject areas within the physical sciences

- **Get closer to research**
  - Interactive figures and author webinars for an enriched research experience

- **Pioneering delivery**
  - David Ferry’s Transport in Semiconductor Mesoscopic Devices is the first physics ebook to be published with fully integrated video content

- **Prolific writers**
  - Our 100th ebook includes contributions from Pulitzer-prize-winner Douglas Hofstadter

Featuring titles from leading voices in UK research

- Imperial College London
- University of Warwick
- University of Cambridge
- University of Strathclyde Glasgow
- Manchester 1824
- Cardiff University
- Ulster University
- University of Sussex

Visit us at booths 70 & 71 for a Physics World Discovery demo, or contact Helen Ellis (helen.ellis@iop.org) for more information about our ebooks collections.
There will be 32 breakout sessions from which to select, split into four groups of eight.

The Group A sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Monday 10 April at 13.30 and Tuesday 11 April at 11.00
The Group B sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Monday 10 April at 14.30 and Tuesday 11 April at 14.30
The Group C sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Monday 10 April at 16.00 and Wednesday 12 April at 09.30
The Group D sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Tuesday 11 April at 16.00 and Wednesday 12 April at 11.00

Delegates will be able to attend a different session of their choice for each of the eight time slots. There is no requirement to select attendance preferences in advance.

Group A

1. New University Presses and Academic-Led Presses: the current UK landscape
   Chris Keene and Graham Stone
   Jisc
   Today’s publishing environment is evolving. New University Presses (NUPs) and Academic-Led Presses (ALPs) play an increasing role in the shift in scholarly communication. In 2016 Jisc conducted a landscape study to provide a unique view of the motivations, models, policies and future direction of these new presses. This session will report on the findings of the research. It will also discuss the next steps Jisc is taking to provide support in this rapidly developing area, such as new methods of publishing and scholarly outputs and advice and best practice for existing and new presses.

2. What does it mean to be a competent bibliometrician? Creating a set of bibliometric competency statements
   Elizabeth Gadd
   Loughborough University
   Andrew Cox
   Information School, University of Sheffield
   Librarians are increasingly being asked to engage with bibliometrics to help with institutional decision making. However, few have professional qualifications in this area and there is an onus on universities to do metrics responsibly. A small project supported by the Lisl-Bibliometrics forum and Elsevier Research Intelligence Division is developing a set of bibliometric competency statements to ensure practitioners are equipped to do their work responsibly and well. This workshop will report on progress to date and invite input into the project.

3. What are your value propositions? ... and why it matters
   Ken Chad
   Ken Chad Consulting Ltd
   What value do your products or services deliver? The ability to understand and clearly articulate Value Propositions (VPs) is important to libraries, publishers and intermediaries. Don’t mistake VPs for some catchy strap line or slogan. Value is not just about the monetary value either. Think instead of a compelling answer to: “Why should I use your services or buy your product?” Using examples from his work with a variety of organisations, Ken will show how you can create meaningful VPs.

4. In the hands of many: how can you improve discoverability through richer metadata?
   Ed Pentz
   Crossref
   Comprehensive, richer metadata for scholarly content will make it discoverable and stimulate new lines of enquiry, encourage collaboration and fuel innovation. Providing richer metadata has complex challenges for libraries, publishers, funders and researchers but the opportunities are significant. Metadata 2020 is a community-led advocacy campaign designed to provide a framework that will raise awareness, educate key stakeholders, and support publishers with the tools they need to promote richer metadata. Come along to this breakout to discuss scholarly metadata and how to improve it.
5. Managing without a subscription agent: the experience of doing it yourself
Elin Palm and Lisa Lovén
Stockholm University Library

Since October 2015 Stockholm University Library has managed their journal subscriptions without using a subscription agent. Instead they renew directly with each publisher. During this breakout session they will share their experience of doing it themselves. What are the pros and cons of not using an agent? Are there cost savings to be had? What about the working hours spent? And what’s the difference between the first and the second time renewing without an agent?

6. How publishers can thrive in an open access marketplace
Marcus A Banks
Independent Journalist and Consultant

It appears highly probable that immediate open access publishing will become the default mode for scholarly publishing – for the biosciences first, other sectors later. ‘Immediate’ open access means unfettered publication as soon as a scholarly work is ready, with no embargo period. The costs of making a scholarly artefact available can be reduced without sacrificing quality. This interactive session will sketch the argument for these claims and will present several value-added services that publishers could develop to thrive in an open access world.

7. A tale of two systems: discovery at the University of Derby
James Kay
University of Derby

In autumn 2013 the University of Derby Library launched its discovery service – Library Plus – exclusively for HE students. Two years later the Library launched a second discovery service – Discover – for FE and Access students. This presentation will describe the creation of Discover, the problems encountered during implementation, and the successes and lessons learnt from introducing a discovery tool in an FE institution. Discover presented the Library with new opportunities to look at the functionality of Library Plus, and how to promote it more effectively to HE students. It also highlights the challenges of maintaining two similar but altogether different systems for the needs of an increasingly diverse student body.

8. Take control of your PhD journey: a librarian’s perspective
Helene N Andreassen
UiT The Arctic University of Norway

PhD students as a library user group are receiving increased focus in the development of library services. In addition to writing their doctoral thesis, they need to balance the roles as ‘good academics’ and ‘good scientists’, and a key element in this respect is raised awareness around academic integrity and publication channels. In this breakout session, based on experiences from our own teaching sessions, we discuss how PhD students respond to these challenges, and which actions should be taken by university libraries to help them meet the expectations of present day academia. (Lene Østvand is the joint author of this study.)
Access World-class Engineering & Technology Research with IET Publishing

The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) is Europe’s leading provider of research and technical information to the international engineering research community. With a wide range of print and online publications, A&I database and video content, IET Publishing comprehensively covers the broad and interdisciplinary range of topics and subjects of interest to the engineering and technology expert.
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Visit us at stands 88-91 or email emea.sales@theiet.org to find out more.
9. **Licensing for additional users and partner organisations: finding your way through the maze**  
Ben Taplin  
*Jisc Collections*  
Carolyn Alderson  
*Jisc Collections*  
Anna Franca  
*King’s College London*  
Ruth Dale  
*University of Nottingham*

Libraries are increasingly being called upon to extend access to their online resources to users beyond their core constituencies. Every institution has its own unique arrangements, but they all raise similar questions for the library: are these users included under our existing licences or are separate ones needed? Will we have to pay more, and if so, how much? Where can I go for advice? Learn about the guidelines Jisc Collections has developed, and hear from two librarians who have successfully implemented their own solutions: Anna Franca on KCL’s work with an NHS Trust and Ruth Dale on Nottingham’s overseas campuses.

10. **Uncovering the meanings behind altmetrics: an exploratory study**  
Stacy Konkiel  
*Altmetric*  
Charlie Rapple  
*Kudos*

Altmetric and Kudos have been working together on some exploratory research to better understand the motivations underlying certain online behaviours that result in altmetrics. Using two nascent models for conceptualising scholarly communication on the social web as their basis (Kudos’ own Awareness-Interest-Desire-Action framework and Haustein, Bowman & Costas’ Access-Appraise-Apply model), semi-structured interviews were conducted with researchers in the US and UK to understand what motivates them to share, discuss, recommend, save, and download scholarly content on the web (actions that result in altmetrics like tweets, blog posts and comments, Faculty of 1000 Prime recommendations, Mendeley bookmarks, and usage statistics, respectively). These insights can help guide strategic planning (i.e. what should you do with the intelligence you derive from particular metrics?) for publishers, librarians, researchers and university administrators alike.

11. **How to become top of the class in open science**  
Mariann Løkse and Leif Longva  
*UiT The Arctic University of Norway*

In light of the recent EU decision to make all European scientific articles freely accessible by 2020, academic institutions must prepare to convince a considerable number of researchers to publish their work open access. This talk presents an example of how a university library can become a prime mover in its institution’s work on open science. Keywords to success are a dedicated team, collaboration with the institution’s research administration and IT department, and focusing on widespread information towards the research community.

12. **Postgraduate research students’ academic journal User eXperience (UX): findings from a joint Loughborough University and Taylor & Francis project**  
Gareth Cole  
*Loughborough University*  
Laura Montgomery  
*Taylor & Francis*

The session will present the key findings of a joint Loughborough University and Taylor & Francis project looking at postgraduate user experience in the digital library. Using the findings from ten research students’ diaries collected over an eight-month period, we will focus on the findings as they relate to the academic journal and article including: evaluating different publishers’ platforms and their UX; identifying the approaches and skills needed in identifying papers relevant for their research; and approaches to storing papers.

13. **Offsetting and its discontents: reflections on negotiations for OA and subscriptions**  
Liam Earney  
*Jisc*

The growth of open access via the payment of APCs in hybrid journals has been a feature of the UK approach to open access at least since the Finch Report. Jisc has piloted ‘offsetting’ agreements that link subscription and APC payments, seeking to reduce one as the other grows and thus helping UK institutions to manage the cost increases resulting from the combined cost of journal subscriptions and APCs. Whilst Jisc has made some headway, offsetting has become a hugely contentious issue, with OA advocates criticising its implicit acceptance of the existing costly and opaque market for journal subscriptions, and many publishers decrying the failure of research-intensive countries to adequately fund the implications of their policy decisions. This session reflects on the challenges, issues, status and implications of offsetting in the specific context of the UK but with reference to other countries’ endeavours.
14. **Shifting sands – changing academic library skill sets**  
Danny Kingsley  
*University of Cambridge, Office of Scholarly Communication*

This workshop will explore the skill sets for scholarly communication including questions about future requirements, the language we are using in this space and, beyond skills, what type of people are suited to different aspects of librarianship. Scholarly communication requires people who are able to be flexible in their approach, rather than ‘rule followers’, which may mean a fundamental shift in the library workforce into the future. Working collectively, the session will consider the implications for upskilling our ‘legacy’ workforce.

15. **The spark inside: the power and potential of values-based leadership**  
Jo Alcock  
*Jo Alcock Consulting*  
Sarah Durrant  
*Lead From Within*

Values-based leadership is a call to each of us to ‘lead from within’. It invites and empowers us to take on leadership responsibilities and it supports us as we inspire others to do the same. Values-based leadership makes the most of our unique potential as individuals, enabling us to be more engaged, more trusting and collaborative, more empowered and accountable, and more open to risk taking and innovation. In this lively and interactive session we will invite you to explore, through activities, discussion and personal reflection, what values-based leadership could mean for you and your potential. Come and join us – and (re)ignite your spark inside.

16. **Evaluation of PDA and EBS models for e-books at Stockholm University Library**  
Frida Jacobson  
*Stockholm University Library*

As a means of making available and acquiring e-books, Stockholm University Library uses PDA and EBS models. In order to improve the knowledge of the benefits and drawbacks of these purchasing models, the library has undertaken a major evaluation of ten agreements with various publishers and aggregators. This session will, among other things, address the following questions: What is the average price per book at the time of purchase? What is the cost per use? Do purchased titles continue to be used? What is the usage by subject area and by year of publication?

17. **Research Data Management: developing a system with researchers’ needs in mind**  
Vimal Shah  
*Middlesex University*

This breakout session will introduce a case study covering the development of Research Data Management services and systems at King’s College London. The focus will be on researcher engagement and analysis of user requirements – these are activities which are indispensable components in developing systems and services. A question that will be considered is: how can the requirements of other stakeholders such as the university and research funders be met in this process?

18. **From Google Scholar to discovery platforms via Koha: reflections on open source and commercial discovery tools**  
David Peacock  
*University of Hertfordshire*

The University of Hertfordshire (UH) implemented a new commercial Resource Discovery Service at the same time as it changed to the Koha Open Source Library Management System. In doing so it moved away from using Google Scholar, as its main platform, at a time when many universities are deciding to only use Google Scholar. Hear about the debate between commercial and non-commercial services and why UH made the decisions it did. After 18 months was it the right decision? What has been the impact on library services and library users?

19. **Providing accessible content – initiatives in UK university libraries**  
Nadia Casagranda  
*King’s College London*  
Beverley Delaney  
*The Open University*

Providing accessible content can be a costly and time-consuming activity for individual libraries who have a legal and ethical duty to support their students who have disabilities. As access to online content has grown and funding for support diminished, libraries are increasingly looking to the benefits of using their collective effort to assess accessibility of third-party content and then work with publishers and other suppliers to find solutions. The session will set the scene and provide some case studies from UK universities that show how we are supporting students with disabilities in their use of library content. Libraries have been working individually and collectively to raise the topic of accessibility with publishers and vendors, many of whom have engaged with their customers. In some cases quite simple changes to publisher platforms can produce effective changes. In others a much greater investment is needed. The speakers will use their own experience to outline this topic which we hope will be relevant to librarians, publishers, system vendors and others.
20. **Mind the gap: taking action to diversify our workforce**

Lauren Kane  
*BioOne*  
Liz Ferguson  
*Wiley*  
Charlie Rapple  
*Kudos*

Lauren Kane has been working with Alice Meadows recently to analyse gender equality in the scholarly information community, for example, by analysing conference programmes for female:male representation, and by hosting conference sessions exploring practical approaches for promoting parity in the boardroom, our institutions, and our community organisations. At this session panellists will not only describe the issues experienced but also try to focus on ideas for addressing the challenges faced. We will review a nascent framework (developed by Liz Marchant) for achieving diversity from the bottom to the top of an organisation, including areas for potential training (such as unconscious bias), practical opportunities for supporting diversity (e.g. facilitating equal parenting), and approaches to rewarding/incentivising diversity initiatives, and invite suggestions from the audience of how/when else this issue could usefully be tackled.

21. **Release 5 of the COUNTER Code of Practice**

Tasha Mellins-Cohen  
*HighWire Press, Inc*  
Lorraine Estelle  
*COUNTER*

COUNTER's team of volunteer experts have developed Release 5 of the COUNTER Code of Practice. They have designed fewer but more flexible usage reports and a reduced number of metric types with the aim of greater consistency and clarity. Release 5 seeks to address changing needs and to ensure that all publishers and content providers can achieve compliance. This session will explain the new release and answer questions from stakeholders.

22. **Advancing the Research Paper of the Future: challenges for authors, publishers and libraries**

Gail P Clement  
*CaltechLibrary*  
John Hammersley  
*Overleaf*  
Martijn Roelandse  
*Springer Nature*

The vision for ‘the Research Paper of the Future’ promises to make scholarship more discoverable, transparent, inspectable, reusable and sustainable. Yet new forms of scientific output also challenge authors, librarians, publishers and service providers to register, validate, disseminate and preserve them as elements of the scholarly record. What constitutes authorship in a collaborative process of GitHub pull requests and commits? When to capture, reference and preserve dynamic data sets that change over time? How to package and render complex executable collections for review and delivery? This session considers key challenges in operationalising the Research Paper of the Future from the perspectives of a publisher, a library administrator and a scientist/developer of a collaborative authoring platform.

23. **Open Access 2020 – an international initiative for the large-scale transformation of scholarly journals to open access**

Kai Geschuhn  
*Max Planck Digital Library*

Open Access 2020 is an international initiative hosted by the Max Planck Digital Library. Since its launch in early 2016 many institutions from around the world have committed to support OA2020 which aims at a large-scale transformation of today’s scholarly subscription journals to an open access business model. During this breakout session the OA2020 roadmap will be introduced and the current developments and outcomes of the 13th Berlin Conference in March 2017 will be discussed.

24. **Jisc’s Digital Content Services for FE**

Karla Youngs  
*Jisc*

The presenter will give an overview of how Jisc is supporting the FE sector with digital resources and licensed content to support the ongoing changes within this sector.
Introducing ARTECA, a curated space for essential content linking the arts, science and technology. ARTECA houses thousands of pages of content from the MIT Press: nearly 200 books and 500 journal issues from 4,000 contributors with new content added regularly.

ARTECA will become a space for artists, practitioners, researchers and educators to store, explore and discuss their content — a space to archive work, grey literature, ephemera, and more.
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ARTECA and MIT CogNet are part of the Idea Commons family from the MIT Press. Idea Commons supports online communities that value interdisciplinary and/or cross-sector communication and timely access to research results.

ALL IDEA COMMONS PRODUCTS FEATURE:
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25. KBART recommendations: challenges and achievements
Magaly Bascones and Christina Ley
Jisc
Julie Zhu
IEEE

This session will comprise a talk with a panel of speakers looking at KBART: seven years later (since the publication of the first set of recommendations up to today). The panel will discuss the changes on the e-resources metadata landscape, the benefits of KBART and the challenges of its implementation. Today poor metadata in the electronic resources supply chain is still a problem. The panel will use practical examples to explain how metadata creation, consumption and usage are marked by the constant requirement of finding the balance between available resources (technical and human) and end user discoverability needs. The KBART Standing Committee sees the implementation of KBART recommendations as a community effort from a range of stakeholders (content providers, knowledge bases, link resolvers and librarians).

26. Jisc Research Data Shared Service
John Kaye
Jisc

The Jisc Research Data Shared Service (RDSS) is a project that will integrate the offerings of a number of repository, preservation, storage, reporting and information management providers in order to allow UK universities to easily deposit data for publication, discovery, safe storage, and long-term archiving and preservation. This is a pilot project until April 2018 working with 17 UK universities with the overarching aim to ensure the long-term accessibility of valuable research data, allowing it to be reused and shared.

27. Librarians as digital leaders: developing digital competencies in collection management at Staffordshire University
Vicki McGarvey
Staffordshire University

This session will focus on the development of digital leadership skills for librarians in the area of collection management. Within this context digital leadership refers to leadership as a responsibility as opposed to a role. It will demonstrate a digital leadership model that can be reused in different work contexts and the use of online training to develop core competencies.

28. Open Access professionals of the future
Jennifer Bayjoo
Leeds Beckett University

The presenter would like to offer two perspectives of the future of open access librarianship. She will speak about the lack of OA education she received as a student and how she had to catch up during her current role as an Information Services Librarian in Research Support. She will also offer an alternative look at what passionate and inspiring OA education can offer and how employers and colleagues can attract library students to their teams.

29. Supporting research through library and research services partnerships – two institutional approaches
Trudy Turner
University of Kent
Angela Davies
University of Sheffield

It is now vital to evidence the ‘worth’ of scholarship. This has been driven by funder requirements, open access and the evolution of metrics associated with scholarly outputs. With this has come demand for educative, advisory and support services for researchers across the discipline spectrum. This session will draw on the contrasting experiences of two UK universities and explore the importance of institutional partnerships, particularly in supporting REF-related activities. Kent will share their approach to the development of the one-stop support service, the Office for Scholarly Communication, and Sheffield will talk about the Library’s integral role as part of a collaborative network of research support professionals across the University.

30. Crossref Event Data: tools for DIY analyses of non-traditional scholarly mentions (and more)
Jennifer Kemp and Madeleine Watson
Crossref

This session will cover the developing Crossref Event Data service, with a focus on use cases. Created in collaboration with DataCite, Event Data provides the raw data of ‘events’ of scholarly publications outside traditional channels, e.g. Twitter and blogs, as well as links between data and publications. The session will incorporate technical and outreach perspectives on the ‘DIY’ possibilities and responsibilities of having an abundance of transparent event data. Audience feedback and participation is very much encouraged!
31. Keeping up with customer needs: decision making on a limited budget
Nisha Doshi
Cambridge University Press
Yvonne Nobis
University of Cambridge
Simon Ross
Manchester University Press
Jennifer Wright
Cambridge University Press

At a time of rapid change in scholarly communications, it can be challenging for publishers and libraries in the not-for-profit sector to keep up with our customers' needs and with our competitors' offerings. This session will explore what two university presses and a library are doing to support their researchers and authors and how they make those decisions when money is tight. Is it best to build, buy or partner? How can innovation be balanced with fulfilling more traditional customer expectations and managing legacy products or services? To what extent can and should libraries and not-for-profit publishers accommodate the plethora of new scholarly and educational tools and services?

32. User Engagement Analytics: measuring and driving meaningful use of e-resources
Helen Adey
Nottingham Trent University
Andrea Eastman-Mullins
Alexander Street

Nottingham Trent University and Alexander Street have partnered to pilot an in-depth view on analytics, demonstrating user engagement and impact of use. They will share findings on how e-resources were used and how these analytics can go beyond simple cost-per-use evaluation to support effective decision making on the marketing and promotion of resources and improve our understanding of how library users are engaging with the resources we provide.
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Exhibitors at UKSG 2017
ACCUCOMS
Stand No: 83
Website: www.accucoms.com
Contact: Rasmus Andersen / rasmus@accucoms.com
ACCUCOMS is a leading provider of sales and marketing services to academic and professional publishers worldwide. Since 2004 ACCUCOMS has acquired extensive expertise in global representation, telesales and business intelligence services to clients ranging from large publishing houses to specialist society publishers. Our multilingual staff operate from our locations in The Netherlands, USA, Latin America, India, South East Asia, Turkey and the Middle East. ACCUCOMS is specialized in projects aimed at contacting librarians on behalf of publishers interested in boosting their sales, expanding their readership worldwide, and increasing customer retention by means of customer support and training services.

ACS Publications & CAS
Stand No: 76 & 77
Website: http://pubs.acs.org/
Contact: Alastair Cook / a_cook@acs.org
ACS Publications and Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) combine to be the world’s leading source of scientific information and search technologies in the chemical and related sciences. ACS Publications provides more than 50 of the most trusted and most cited journals, 1,500+ peer-reviewed eBooks, and the flagship industry news magazine, C&EN Global Enterprise. CAS provides advanced search and analysis solutions including SciFinder and STN. Find out more about new products, new open access initiatives and more at stand 76-77.

Adam Matthew
Stand No: 105 & 106
Website: www.amdigital.co.uk
Contact: Oliver Stacy / info@amdigital.co.uk
Adam Matthew publishes unique primary source collections from archives around the world. Our award winning collections span the social sciences and humanities and cover a multitude of topics ranging from Medieval family life and Victorian medicine to 1960s pop culture and global politics. We collaborate with leading libraries and academics to produce powerful research and dynamic teaching collections for universities, colleges and libraries – our editorial mission is to enhance any learning environment. Visit us at stand 105 for details of our latest titles, including East India Company, Socialism on Film, and Literary Print Culture: The Stationers’ Company Archive, London.

AIP Publishing
Stand No: 69
Website: journals.aip.org
Contact: Brett Thomas / bthomas@aip.org
AIP Publishing is a wholly owned not-for-profit subsidiary of the American Institute of Physics (AIP). AIP Publishing’s mission is to support the charitable, scientific and educational purposes of AIP through scholarly publishing activities in the fields of the physical and related sciences on its own behalf, on behalf of Member Societies of AIP, and on behalf of other publishing partners to help them proactively advance their missions. AIP Publishing’s portfolio comprises 20 highly regarded, peer-reviewed journals, including the flagship journals Applied Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics, and The Journal of Chemical Physics, in addition to the AIP Conference Proceedings.

Alexander Street
Stand No: 20
Website: www.alexanderstreet.com
Contact: Gareth Bish / gbish@alexanderstreet.com
Alexander Street is the world’s leading provider of academic streaming media to libraries. We’ve partnered with top video producers globally - and Jisc - to deliver 130,000+ titles to the UK HE and FE sectors via PDA, Academic Video Online, and MediaPlus. All films, and 10 million CD-quality streaming audio tracks, are cross-searchable on the same high-functionality platform with on-demand, institutional pricing. We’ve made it easy for video to be part of the curriculum, through synchronously scrolling transcripts, indexing, clip-making, custom playlists, social media functionality, and new user engagement tools for 2017. Please visit Stand 20 to share our passion!
Annual Reviews
Stand No: 101
Website: www.annualreviews.org
Contact: Andrea Lopez / alopez@annualreviews.org
Annual Reviews is a nonprofit publisher dedicated to synthesizing and integrating knowledge for the progress of science and the benefit of society. Annual Reviews journals promote the sharing of relevant research through in-depth, highly-cited reviews written by invited authors. 47 disciplines are covered within Biomedical, Life, Physical and Social Sciences, and a variety of content collections for institutions and consortia are available.
New in 2017: Annual Review of Cancer Biology

ARM Education Media
Stand No: 81
Website: www.armeducationmedia.com
Contact: Melissa Good / edumedia@arm.com
ARM Education Media is a new publishing operation within ARM Ltd, the world’s leading computer hardware IP supplier. ARM develops and licenses technology that is at the heart of many digital devices, from sensors to smartphones and servers. ARM Education Media is the culmination of several years of collaboration between ARM and thousands of educational institutions, industrial partners, students, recruiters and managers worldwide. ARM Education Media’s online courses and e-first textbooks, delivered via its subscription-based digital content hub, help students and engineers innovate with state-of-the-art ARM-based technologies as deployed throughout the vast ARM partner ecosystem.

ARPHA: Journal Publishing Platform
Stand No: 30
Website: http://arphahub.com/
Contact: Prof. Lyubomir Penev / penev@pensoft.net
Pensoft, an STM publisher and technology provider, presents ARPHA: the first end-to-end journal publishing solution that supports the full life cycle of a manuscript, from authoring through submission, peer review, publication and dissemination.
ARPHA is not only a new publishing software, it provides a full set of services, powered by the technologically advanced platform. The platform offers flexibility for journals and publishers by offering a variety of publishing models through a number of options for branding (white-label, co-publishing etc.), production (PDF, HTML & XML) and revenue models.

Askews and Holts Library Services
Stand No: 78
Website: www.askewsandholts.com
Contact: Jaqui Holborn / jaquih@askewsandholts.com
Askews & Holts offer libraries a single source solution for the purchase of eBooks, shelf-ready print and multi-media material. Our VleBooks platform provides flexible and multi-user access to over 700,000 eBooks, spanning all disciplines. eBooks can be accessed seamlessly and our platform offers a host of features to enhance the learning and research experience. To support libraries, we offer eBook purchasing solutions that ensure real value for money is achieved from each and every eBook they hold within their collection. Visit us on Stand 78 to learn more about our range of services and solutions.

Association for Computing Machinery
Stand No: 5
Website: http://dl.acm.org/
Contact: Scott Delman / scott.delman@hq.acm.org
ACM is the world’s largest educational and scientific computing society, and delivers resources that advance computing as a science and a profession. ACM provides the computing field’s premier Digital Library and serves its members and the computing profession with leading-edge publications, conferences, and career resources.
BioMedCentral

**Stand No:** 54 & 55  
**Website:** www.biomedcentral.com  
**Contact:** Christopher Pym / christopher.pym@biomedcentral.com

For over 15 years, BioMed Central has been making scientific research freely accessible and discoverable through partnerships, innovation and collaboration with the scientific community. Dedicated to open research, we publish over 290 quality peer-reviewed journals in biology, clinical medicine and health.

BioOne

**Stand No:** 37  
**Website:** www.bioone.org  
**Contact:** Manisha Bolina / manisha.bolina@bioone.org

BioOne is a non-profit publisher that aims to make scientific research more accessible with its full-text aggregation, BioOne Complete. BioOne Complete is comprised of 200 high quality, subscribed and open-access titles focused in the biological, ecological, and environmental sciences. Established in 1999 by five founding organizations, BioOne serves a community of 149 society and institutional publishers, 4,000 accessing institutions, and millions of researchers worldwide.

Blackwell’s

**Stand No:** 15  
**Website:** www.blackwells.co.uk / www.learn.blackwell.co.uk  
**Contact:** Katharine Templeton / Katharine.templeton@blackwell.co.uk

Blackwell Learning, the award winning eBook platform from Blackwell’s, is built to aid and enhance students’ reading experience, support teaching and assess learning. We offer single-user access to hundreds-of-thousands of eBooks, as well as user analytics and VLE integration for institutions to help improve student engagement and learning outcomes. Users can enjoy rich functionality including highlighting, note taking and sharing, as well as enhanced accessibility features.

As part of Blackwell’s, the UK’s leading academic bookseller, we are able to support you with any print or eBook supply, and aid in your transition to digital content provision.

Bloomsbury

**Stand No:** 97  
**Website:** http://bloomsbury.com/us/academic/  
**Contact:** Jessica Tackett / Jessica.Tackett@bloomsbury.com

Bloomsbury’s Academic & Professional division specializes in the humanities, social sciences and visual arts. Our imprints include Bloomsbury Academic, Bloomsbury Professional, Hart, Methuen Drama, Arden Shakespeare, and Fairchild Books. We publish a rapidly increasing range of innovative digital platforms including the award-winning Berg Fashion Library and Drama Online, Fashion Photography Archive, Bloomsbury Collections, Bloomsbury Professional Tax and Law Online, and the Churchill Archive.

BMJ

**Stand No:** 87  
**Website:** www.bmj.com  
**Contact:** Steve Thorpe / support@bmj.com

BMJ advances healthcare worldwide by sharing the latest and best knowledge and expertise. Along with our world renowned flagship title, The BMJ, we also offer over 60 clinical specialty journals and a growing collection of online learning courses. In addition, our unique online tools help healthcare professionals support their decisions, interpret clinical data and improve quality. Our products are designed for healthcare providers everywhere, from individual clinicians to major organisations. We are committed to improving patient experiences and outcomes. We also seek to promote better value in health services and to assist the continuing professional development of clinicians everywhere.
Brepols Publishers

Stand No: 62  
Website: www.brepols.net  
Contact: Leen Van Gils / info@brepols.net

Brepols Publishers is an academic publisher in the humanities with a strong tradition in the field of medieval and early modern history, manuscript studies, and art history, and classical studies. BREPOLIS is the home of all online databases of Brepols Publishers. It includes leading bibliographies such as the Bibliography of British and Irish History, the International Medieval Bibliography, the International Bibliography for Humanism and the Renaissance, the Index Religiosus, and indispensable full-text databases for classical studies such as Library of Latin Texts and Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources. BrepolsOnline hosts 57 Journals and 1450+ essay volumes and monographies.

BRILL

Stand No: 12  
Website: www.brill.com  
Contact: Linda Empringham / empringham@brill.com

BRILL is a leading academic publisher in the Humanities & Social Sciences, International Law and Human Rights and Biology. Come and meet us at the UKSG conference to find out about our new e-resources, including:

- BRILL Reformation Year EBookCollection
- Codices Hugeniani Online
- Rosene’s Law and Practice of the International Court Online
- Climate Change and Law Collection
- Nag Hammadi Bibliography Online
- Prize Papers Online 3: First, Second and Third Anglo-Dutch Wars and the War of the Spanish Succession
- North China Daily News Online

We also offer UK institutions special prices for a number of our Brill Online resources via Jisc and Eduserv.

Burgundy Information Services

Stand No: 7 & 8  
Website: www.burgundyservices.com  
Contact: Paul Calow / paul@burgundyservices.com

Burgundy represents a range of Publishers and e-Content Aggregators from around the world. Drop by our booth to catch up with our Account Managers and to meet our publishing partners, to enter our prize draw and to discover new products and services from ACSESS (The Alliance of Crop, Soil, and Environmental Science Societies), Canadian Science Publishing, Mary Ann Liebert Publishers and SPIE. To pre-book an on-stand meeting please contact sales@burgundyservices.com

Business Expert Press

Stand No: 25  
Website: www.businessexpertpress.com / www.momentumpress.net  
Contact: Tristan Barter / Tristan@publishpro.co.uk

DRM-free ebook collections from Business Expert Press and Momentum Press were built with input from faculty and academic librarians. Today, our digital libraries are used by hundreds of thousands of students. Business Expert Press and Momentum Press publish concise, practical treatments of business and engineering topics. Our born-digital books are written by professors and practitioners who translate real-life experiences into teaching tools, and serve as curriculum-oriented, cost-effective alternatives to high-priced textbooks. Unencumbered by DRM, simple to download, and with perpetual access, they can be used easily and without limitation.

CABI

Stand No: 22  
Website: www.cabi.org  
Contact: Kelly Snell / k.snell@cabi.org

CABI (Centre for Agriculture and Biosciences International) is an international not-for-profit organization that improves people’s lives worldwide by providing information and applying scientific expertise to solve problems in agriculture and the environment. Our approach involves putting information, skills and tools into people’s hands. CABI’s 48 member countries guide and influence our work which is delivered by scientific staff based in our global network of centres.
Cambridge University Press

Stand No: 99 & 100
Website: http://www.cambridge.org/core
Contact: Rebecca Roberts / rroberts@cambridge.org

Cambridge University Press dates from 1534 and is the publishing business of the University of Cambridge. Dedicated to excellence, its purpose is to further the University’s objective of advancing knowledge, education, learning, and research. Its extensive peer-reviewed publishing lists comprise academic research, professional development, research journals, school-level education, English language teaching and bible publishing. Cambridge is committed to providing the best possible user experience and in September 2016 launched the new Cambridge Core academic platform combining over 32,000 ebooks and 380 journals.

Casalini Libri

Stand No: 98
Website: http://libraries.casalini.it/
Contact: Lelia Barcatta / lelia.barcatta@casalini.it

Casalini Libri is a European library supplier specialising in Italian, Spanish, French, Portuguese and Modern Greek publications. The company was established in 1958 with the twin purposes of advancing the profile of Italian culture and learning across the globe alongside providing a first-class bibliographic search and supply facility for academic libraries. Cataloguing, shelf-ready processing, approval plans, and serial and subscription services are also available, with new title updates and free access to our bibliographical databases at http://libraries.casalini.it for online selection and ordering. We develop and maintain the Torrossa full text platform (www.torrossa.it) featuring electronic scholarly content from Italy, Spain and Portugal.

Clarivate Analytics

Stand No: 38
Website: www.clarivate.com
Contact: Massimo Giunta / Massimo.giunta@clarivate.com

Clarivate Analytics accelerates the pace of innovation by providing trusted insights and analytics to customers around the world, enabling them to discover, protect and commercialize new ideas faster. Formerly the Intellectual Property and Science business of Thomson Reuters, we own and operate a collection of leading subscription-based services focused on scientific and academic research, patent analytics and regulatory standards, pharmaceutical and biotech intelligence, trademark protection, domain brand protection and intellectual property management. Clarivate Analytics is now an independent company with over 4,000 employees, operating in more than 100 countries and owns well-known brands that include Web of Science, Cortellis, Thomson Innovation, Derwent World Patents Index, CompuMark, MarkMonitor and Techstreet, among others. For more information, visit Clarivate.com

Content Online

Stand No: 23
Website: www.contentonline.co.uk
Contact: Steven Tweedie / info@contentonline.co.uk

Content Online is a niche agent representing leading scholarly and society publishers in engineering, computing and technology related fields covering the UK, Republic of Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Estonia and Iceland.

These scholarly and society publishers include:

- IEEE – Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers
- IEEE-Wiley Press eBooks
- MIT Press eBooks and eJournals
- Morgan & Claypool eBooks
- SMPTE – Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
- ASTM International – Formerly American Society for Testing and Materials
- ASME – American Society of Mechanical Engineers
- SAE International – Formerly Society of Automotive Engineers.
Dawson Books
Stand No: 33
Website: www.dawsonbooks.co.uk
Contact: Sally Barber / sally.barber@dawsonbooks.co.uk
Dawson Books is a world-class international supplier of academic and professional books, eBooks, shelf ready and information services for academic, professional and research institutions. We provide innovative digital solutions which interact between the essential components of the book supply chain. Our dawsonextra database offers a “one stop shop” for library staff to explore, discover and acquire print and electronic books. Our eBook platform, dawsonera, provides seamless access to over 520,000 eBooks from leading academic publishers. Please visit us at stand 33 to discuss our services and latest digital developments with our friendly sales team.

De Gruyter
Stand No: 80
Website: www.degruyter.com
Contact: Anne O’Riordan / anne.riordan@degruyter.com
The independent academic publisher De Gruyter can look back at an over 260-year history. The De Gruyter Group publishes over 1,300 new titles each year in the humanities, medicine, natural sciences, and law, over 750 journals, and a variety of digital media. Due to distribution agreements De Gruyter provides all Columbia University Press, Cornell University Press, Harvard University Press, Penn Press, Princeton University, Toronto University Press and Yale University Press eBooks. The group includes the imprints De Gruyter Akademie Forschung, Birkhäuser, De Gruyter Mouton, De Gruyter Oldenbourg, De Gruyter Open, De Gruyter Saur and De|G Press.

Digital Science
Stand No: 2
Website: digital-science.com
Contact: Lauren Martin / l.martin@digital-science.com
Digital Science is a technology company working to make scientific research more efficient. Our software helps to support researchers at every stage of the research cycle to ensure they can work more smartly and discover more. Our tools are developed for researchers by researchers who have faced the same challenges and who want to change the way science is done. Visit www.digital-science.com

Duke University Press
Stand No: 92
Website: dukeupress.edu
Contact: Kim Steinle / kimberly.steinle@dukeupress.edu
Duke University Press supports scholars in doing what they are passionate about: learning, teaching, and effecting positive change in the world. This bold, progressive spirit drives both what and how we publish. Each year we publish about 120 new books, more than 50 journals, and multiple digital collections that transform current thinking and move fields forward. We thrive as a nonprofit publisher because we adapt, innovate, and form strong global partnerships. It is our mission to find, curate, enrich, and disseminate scholarship that is vital to readers working at the forefront of their fields in the humanities, social sciences, and mathematics.

East View Information Services
Stand No: 98
Website: www.eastview.com
Contact: Jeff Strandberg / info@eastview.com
East View – Advancing Scholarship in the Digital Age. For over 25 years, East View has identified, sourced, and distributed materials covering current affairs, historical archives, scholarly publications, military collections, and more from Russia, China, Egypt, or anywhere in between. With over 120 employees headquartered in Minneapolis, USA, and offices in Russia, Ukraine, and Beijing, East View has developed a reliable and extensive acquisition network capable of satisfying any researcher’s most sophisticated – as well as simple – information needs. Rely on us for uncommon information from extraordinary places, in all formats, in vernacular and English. Visit our website at www.eastview.com
EBSCO
Stand No: 102 & 107
Website: www.ebsco.com
Contact: Steve Giannoni / sgiannoni@ebsco.com
EBSCO Information Services (EBSCO) is the leading provider of content and technology for all libraries. Our portfolio includes EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) which is used by 8000 Libraries around the world, EBSCOhost®, the world’s premier online research service including full-text databases, subject indexes, historical digital archives, and e-books. More recent additions to our product family include Plum Analytics, home to our research impact dashboard, PLUM X, GOBI and Flipster, our platform for reading digital replica magazine subscriptions. EBSCO serves the content needs of researchers with more than 375 research databases and more than 800,000 e-books plus subscription management services for 360,000 print and e-journal serials.

EDINA
Stand No: 104
Website: edina.ac.uk
Contact: General enquiries / edina@ed.ac.uk
EDINA develops and delivers world-class online services and expertise that support and benefit research and education in the UK and beyond. We support the library collection management lifecycle through services such as SUNCAT, the Keepers Registry and library archiving initiatives involving the LOCKSS model. Middleware such as the OpenURL Router for link resolvers and RIOXX metadata profile to assist Open Access policies and requirements. Our innovative projects include studies into reference rot in e-theses and methods to clarify subscription entitlement and continuity of post-cancellation access. More broadly, we act in other domains, for example providing geo-enabling services such as Digimap.

Eduserv
Stand No: 86
Website: www.eduserv.org.uk
Contact: Jenny Carroll / jenny.carroll@eduserv.org.uk
We are dedicated to developing technology services for education and the public sector. We are a not-for-profit organisation and registered charity. We fulfil our charitable mission by providing services for the public good, including: OpenAthens – secure single sign-on and access management for protected online resources, and Chest Agreements – licence agreements for online resources and software especially negotiated for universities and colleges.

Edward Elgar Publishing
Stand No: 28
Website: www.e-elgar.com; www.elgaronline.com
Contact: Karen Plowman / karen@e-elgar.co.uk
Founded in 1986, we are a leading academic, independent, international publisher in economics, finance, business and management, law and public policy. Specializing in research monographs, reference books and upper-level textbooks in highly focused areas, we publish nearly 400 new titles every year. We also have our own eBook platform (DRM free, multi-user access) with over 3,000 eBooks now live. IPG Digital Publisher of the Year 2015.

Elsevier BV
Stand No: 18 & 19
Website: www.elsevier.com
Contact: Anita Olfers / a.olfers@elsevier.com
Elsevier is a world-leading provider of information solutions that enhance the performance of science, health, and technology professionals, empowering them to make better decisions, and deliver better care.

Emerald Publishing
Stand No: 63
Website: www.emeraldpublishing.com
Contact: Victoria Fry / emerald@emeraldinsight.com
Emerald Publishing was founded in 1967 to champion new ideas that would advance the research and practice of business and management. Today, we continue to nurture fresh thinking in applied fields where we feel we can make a real difference, now also including health and social care, education and engineering. We publish over 300 journals, more than 2,500 books and over 1,500 case studies. Our priority is to build long-term relationships with a global community of authors, teachers and librarians who want to find, share and apply research that matters.
**Eurospan Group**

**Stand No:** 49  
**Website:** www.eurospanbookstore.com  
**Contact:** Tony O’Rourke / tony.orourke@eurospangroup.com

**Eurospan Group** is Europe’s leading independent marketing, sales and distribution agency for hundreds of publishers from North America, Africa and Asia-Pacific seeking to increase their global profile. The **Eurospan Bookstore** offers many thousands of academic books and other works across all topics. **Eurospan Databases** is a specialist business within Eurospan Group focusing on the supply of e-resources such as eBooks, journals, databases and video content from world-renowned publishers including, **IGI Global** (computer science), **IMF** (global and development economics), **Infobase** (history, film studies, current events), **Plunkett Research** (business intelligence), **Decker Intellectual Properties** (medical education) and **Begell House** (engineering, biomedical science).

---

**Faculty of 1000**

**Stand No:** 58  
**Website:** www.f1000.com  
**Contact:** Jane Holly / Jane.holly@f1000.com

F1000 comprises the largest group of leading experts in biology and medicine to provide scientists and clinicians with a broad range of services for the discovery, authoring and publication of research.

**F1000Prime** – Discover key papers in your field and adjacent fields. The most important articles are filtered and evaluated by experts in biology and medicine.

**F1000Workspace** – A rich suite of tools to help with writing, collaborating, reference management and preparation for publishing in the journal of your choice.

**F1000Research** – An Open Science publishing platform for life scientists that offers fast publication and transparent peer review.

---

**Gale, a Cengage Company**

**Stand No:** 44 & 45  
**Website:** www.gale.com/  
**Contact:** Julie Weston / julie.weston@cengage.com

Gale, the education and technology company built for learners, serves libraries by providing quality research content, powerful search technologies, and intuitive delivery platforms. Our innovative information content and technologies increase the productivity and outcomes of students, scholars, faculty, and the libraries that serve them.

---

**Greenleaf Publishing**

**Stand No:** 1  
**Website:** www.greenleafpublishing.com  
**Contact:** Richard Illingworth / Richard.Illingworth@gseresearch.com

Greenleaf is the world’s leading specialist publisher of books, journals and online collections in sustainability, responsible management and related areas. The Greenleaf Sustainable Organization Library (SOL) and Greenleaf Online Library (GOL) provide an easy-to-use searchable database of book chapters and journal articles with a friendly licence agreement, from Greenleaf and partners including PRME, the United Nations Global Compact, the ILO, Berrett-Koehler Publishing and Oxfam. The D6Shorts collection of 50 short, practical titles, are now part of the Greenleaf portfolio.

---

**HARRASSOWITZ**

**Stand No:** 95  
**Website:** www.harrassowitz.de  
**Contact:** Monika Schneider / service@harrassowitz.de

Established in 1872, HARRASSOWITZ has been serving libraries around the world for almost 150 years. Our customers value us for the quality and accuracy of our services, and for our industry-leading and innovative solutions. We specialise in providing a comprehensive range of high-quality acquisitions and collection development support services to academic and research libraries.

HARRASSOWITZ is ISO 9002:2015 certified for its library services for the supply of:

- Periodical subscriptions, electronic and print
- Databases
- Standing orders, electronic and print
- E-books
- Monographs
- Book approval plans
- Music scores
- Music score approval plans

Service brochures can be obtained from service@harrassowitz.de

Hindawi

**Stand No:** 32  
**Website:** [http://about.hindawi.com/](http://about.hindawi.com/)  
**Contact:** Jessica Reeves / jessica.reeves@hindawi.com

Hindawi Ltd is one of the world’s largest publishers of peer-reviewed, fully Open Access journals. Hindawi’s journals maintain the highest standards of peer review, managed by independent academic Editors from prominent institutions around the world. Hindawi’s journals are indexed in the leading abstracting and indexing databases, including the Web of Science, Scopus, and PubMed. Hindawi also takes a lead role in many industry organizations, including the Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA), the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), and sits on the board of Crossref.

ICE Publishing

**Stand No:** 82  
**Website:** [http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/](http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/)  
**Contact:** Giulia Vallone / giulia.vallone@icepublishing.com

ICE Publishing, established in 1836, is a leading provider of information for academics, researchers and practitioners worldwide in the fields of civil engineering, construction and materials science. As the publishing arm of the Institution of Civil Engineers, ICE Publishing produces a wide range of books, eBooks and journals that disseminate best practice, expert advice and ground-breaking research. For further information about our collections and to meet Robert Iannello, our new Publishing Sales Manager, please visit us at Stand 82. We’ll be happy to set up your institution for a free trial of our recently upgraded web platform, [www.icevirtuallibrary.com](http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com)

IEEE Xplore® Digital Library

**Stand No:** 42 & 43  
**Website:** [innovate.ieee.org](http://innovate.ieee.org)  
**Contact:** Joanne Michalak / ieeexplore@ieee.org

The IEEE Xplore® Digital Library is your gateway to trusted research – journals, conferences, standards, ebooks, analytics solutions and educational courses – with over 4 million articles to help you fuel imagination, build from previous research, and inspire new ideas.

IEEE Xplore® opens a world of knowledge from many industries to enable you to improve or discover the next breakthrough. With powerful search tools to help you find only the most relevant research, IEEE Xplore® delivers the information your company needs. For more information on how to gain access for your organisation, please visit innovate.ieee.org or email ieeexplore@ieee.org

Innovative

**Stand No:** 72 & 73  
**Website:** [www.iii.com](http://www.iii.com)  
**Contact:** Colin Carter / ccarter@iii.com

Innovative (www.iii.com) partners with thousands of libraries of all types to help them achieve success. Serving libraries in 66 countries, the company provides complete library automation solutions that include mobile access, digital asset management, resource sharing, discovery, and reporting tools. Innovative’s staff includes nearly 350 library and technology experts, with more than 100 degree librarians, who stay in close contact with customers through formal development partnerships and conversations at Innovative User Group meetings on four continents. The company is headquartered in Emeryville, California with offices in Syracuse, NY; Blacksburg, VA; Dublin, Ireland and beyond.
IOP Publishing

Stand No: 70 & 71
Website: http://ioppublishing.org
Contact: Helen Ellis / helen.ellis@iop.org

Combining the culture of a learned society with global reach and highly efficient and effective publishing systems and processes, we serve researchers in the physical and related sciences in all parts of the world. Through our range of journals, magazines, websites, our award-winning ebooks programme and other services, we enable researchers and research organisations to reach the widest possible audience for their research. IOP Publishing is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Institute of Physics. Any profits generated by IOP Publishing are used by the Institute to support science and scientists.

ITHAKA – JSTOR & Artstor

Stand No: 16
Website: ithaka.org / about.jstor.org / artstor.org / portico.org / sr.ithaka.org
Contact: Colleen Campbell / participation@jstor.org / subscribe@artstor.org

ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization committed to improving teaching and learning through digital technology, has launched three of the most transformative services in education: JSTOR, which provides institutions access to a vast array of online journals, books, and more; Portico, a leading digital preservation service; and Ithaka S+R, the respected educational think tank. In 2016 ITHAKA allied with Artstor, helping to advance Artstor’s mission to enhance education using digital images. Artstor’s Digital Library offers 2+ million high-quality images from leading collections globally, and Shared Shelf is a complete set of tools to manage digital collections and make them more discoverable.

Jisc

Stand No: 84 & 85
Website: www.jisc.ac.uk
Contact: Siobhan Burke / siobhan.burke@jisc.ac.uk

Jisc is the UK higher, further education and skills sectors’ not-for-profit organisation for digital services and solutions.

We:
- Operate shared digital infrastructure and services
- Negotiate sector-wide deals with IT vendors and commercial publishers and
- Provide trusted advice and practical assistance for universities, colleges and learning providers.

JoVE

Stand No: 96
Website: www.jove.com
Contact: Thomas Allen / tom.allen@jove.com

JoVE is the world’s first and only peer-reviewed, PubMed-indexed scientific video journal. Our goal is to advance scientific research and education by increasing productivity, reproducibility, and efficiency of knowledge transfer for scientists, educators, and students worldwide. Since 2006, JoVE has published over 6,000 high quality scientific video demonstrations in its Video Journal and Science Education database. JoVE offers researchers an innovative platform to showcase their work, and scientists, educators, and students a more efficient and effective way to learn the most cutting-edge techniques. Visit www.jove.com.

Kanopy

Stand No: 52 & 53
Website: www.kanopy.com
Contact: Grant Powell / Grant.Powell@kanopy.com

Kanopy is the leading on-demand streaming video service for educational institutions and public libraries that provides millions of users with access to a unique collection of more than 30,000 films. Kanopy has partnered with award-winning filmmakers and film distribution companies to offer cinematic masterpieces including The Criterion Collection, United International Pictures, Media Education Foundation, New Day Films, The Great Courses, hundreds of UK Indie Filmmakers and more. Our best-selling collections are only on Kanopy.
Karger Publishers

Stand No: 34
Website: www.karger.com
Contact: Severine Maes / s.maes@karger.com

Karger Publishers in Basel, Switzerland, is a globally active medical and scientific publishing company. Independent and family-run in the fourth generation by Gabriella Karger, the company is dedicated to serving the information needs of the scientific community with publications of high-quality content, covering all fields of medical science. The publication programme comprises 50 new books per year and 105 peer-reviewed journals, including 20 open access titles. Karger content is published predominantly in English, with a strong focus on basic and clinical research, and is in general available online.

Kortext

Stand No: 6
Website: www.kortext.com
Contact: Kevin Watt / kevinw@kortext.com

Kortext is the UK’s leading digital textbook solution, ensuring high student engagement by providing enhanced access to over 400,000 digital textbooks from more than 700 publishers, including Pearson, McGraw-Hill and Wiley. Universities in the UK, Europe, Africa and the Middle East use Kortext to deliver digital textbooks and learning resources directly into the hands of students. By integrating Kortext into the learning ecosystem, lecturers, teachers and faculty can see how students are engaging with their learning materials and progressing through their course using Kortext’s analytics dashboards. Empowering institutions to better support student retention, progression and success.

LM Information Delivery

Stand No: 59 & 60
Website: www.lminfo.com
Contact: Jon Reid / jon.reid@lminfo.co.uk & Tristan Williams / Tristan.williams@lminfo.fi

LM Information Delivery is a leading international subscription and information service provider. Our customers include university and research libraries, hospitals and medical libraries, public libraries, governmental organizations and corporate information centres. Our global coverage provides our customers with an unparalleled opportunity to outsource their subscription management to us, including bespoke reporting, EDI ordering, claiming, invoicing and UK-based consolidation services through our all new LibNet service. The cornerstone of LM Information Delivery’s business is excellent customer service combined with cutting edge technology. LM Information Delivery has offices in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Estonia, UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, South Africa and the USA.

Mark Allen Group

Stand No: 93
Website: www.magonlinelibrary.com
Contact: Jas Atwal / Jas.atwal@markallengroup.com

Publisher of the British Journal of Nursing, Gramophone and Nursery World, the Mark Allen Group provides institutions with specialist and authoritative knowledge in Healthcare, Dentistry, Animal Health, Education and Music. Our MAG Online Library platform offers libraries flexible ways to subscribe to our titles and collections, and ensures that both end-users and librarians are supported as effectively as possible with access to high-quality content. Visit our stand for further details on our new Nursing and Midwifery CPD Launchpad platform, as well for subscription and archive purchase options for your library, or to set up a free trial period.

McGraw-Hill Education

Stand No: 31
Website: mheducation.co.uk
Contact: Rachel Gold / Rachel.gold@mheducation.com

Every day educators bring passion, dedication and expertise to help students achieve success. At McGraw-Hill Education, we help drive results by delivering technology that harnesses an understanding of how the mind works to make each learning moment more engaging, efficient and effective. We keep up with the constantly changing demands of medical education, and our online solutions are updated on a regular basis, meaning you can trust them to be current, credible and curated.
The MIT Press

Stand No: 35
Website: http://mitpress.mit.edu
Contact: Jessica Lawrence-Hurt / Jclh@mit.edu

The MIT Press is a major publishing presence in fields as diverse as the arts, economics, science & technology studies, philosophy, computational and brain sciences.

It is the home of MIT CogNet: the essential tool and resource for scholars interested in cutting-edge, primary research across the range of fields that study the nature of the human mind. Visit the MIT Press booth and sign up for the free trial.

New from the MIT Press is ARTECA, a curated space for essential MIT press content linking the arts, sciences, and technologies. With a growing collection of books and journals, ARTECA provides scholars and practitioners with the resources to bridge these once independent disciplines.

The MIT Press Journals division publishes over 30 scholarly titles in the fields of the arts, humanities, science and technology, international affairs, history and political science.

OCLC (UK) Ltd

Stand No: 13 & 14
Website: http://connect.oclc.org/UKSG2017
Contact: Andrew Hall / uk@oclc.org

OCLC is a non-profit global library co-operative providing shared technology services, original research and community programmes so that libraries can better fuel learning, research and innovation. Through OCLC, member libraries co-operatively produce and maintain WorldCat, the most comprehensive global network of data about library collections and services. Libraries gain efficiencies through OCLC’s WorldShare, a complete set of library management applications and services built on an open, cloud-based platform. It is through collaboration and sharing of the world’s collected knowledge that libraries can help people find answers they need to solve problems. Together as OCLC, member libraries, staff and partners make breakthroughs possible.

OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Stand No: 61
Website: www.oecd-ilibrary.org
Contact: Michel Guinand / michel.guinand@oecd.org

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) provides a forum in which governments can work together to share experiences and seek solutions to common problems. The mission of the OECD is to promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-being of people around the world. The common thread of OECD work is a shared commitment to market economies backed by democratic institutions and focused on the wellbeing of all citizens. www.oecd.org

Oxford University Press

Stand No: 74 & 75
Website: www.oup.com/online
Contact: Alice Graves / library.marketing@oup.com

Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide. In addition to publishing over 6,000 titles a year worldwide, Oxford University Press produces online editions of many of its most acclaimed scholarly and reference works including academic and research journals, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, general reference material, and monographs in a wide range of subject areas. https://twitter.com/OUPLibraries @OUPLibraries.

Peter Lang

Stand No: 24
Website: www.peterlang.com
Contact: Romain Chesa / r.chesa@peterlang.com

At the UKSG conference, Peter Lang will be unveiling over 8,600 DRM-free eBooks. Institutions can customize the purchase options to suit their needs. Come and visit our Global Sales Manager Romain Chesa at our stand for more information. Peter Lang covers the complete spectrum from monographs to student textbooks in English, German and French across the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences.
Primal Pictures
Stand No: 21
Website: www.primalpictures.com
Contact: Mo Saffaf / mo@primalpictures.com

For more than 25 years, Primal Pictures’ pioneering and award-winning multimedia resources have been used worldwide to teach and learn anatomy. Through our engaging, real-life reconstruction of the human body, we seamlessly deliver the most accurate, relevant and accessible 3D anatomy resources. Primal Pictures offers proven and effective web-based tools for use in healthcare education and practice. With a range of products and packages, Primal Pictures has a solution that’s right for your institution. Get the most out of your budget while supporting your users. Subscribe to Primal Pictures’ web-based, continually updated 3D anatomy resources and watch them succeed.

ProQuest
Stand No: 9 & 10
Website: www.proquest.com
Contact: Nevena Zorova / nevena.zorova@proquest.com

ProQuest connects people with vetted, reliable information. Key to serious research, the company’s products are a gateway to the world’s knowledge including dissertations, governmental and cultural archives, news, historical collections, and ebooks. ProQuest technologies serve users across the critical points in research, helping them discover, access, share, create, and manage information. The company’s cloud-based technologies offer flexible solutions for librarians, students, and researchers through the ProQuest®, Bowker®, Coutts® information services, Dialog®, ExLibris®, ebrary®, EBL™, Alexander Street® and SIPX® businesses – and notable research tools such as the RefWorks® citation and document management platform, Ebook Central™ and MyiLibrary® ebook platforms and the Pivot® research development tool.

Publishers Communication Group
Stand No: 37
Website: www.pcgplus.com
Contact: Manisha Bolina / mbolina@pcgplus.com

Publishers Communication Group, an Ingenta company, is a full-service sales, marketing and consultancy agency with locations in the US, UK, Brazil, Mexico, India and China. We’ve generated over $50 million in revenue for our clients in sales; we have direct relationships with the top 50 global consortia, and in 2015 alone we worked with 80 publishers, contacting more than 5,000 key targets on their behalf. With over 200 years of collective industry experience, we’re the industry’s leading sales, marketing and consulting agency, a valued partner to publishers for over a quarter of a century.

RCNi
Stand No: 94
Website: journals.rcni.com
Contact: Guy Plowman / institutions@rcni.com

RCNi is a wholly-owned part of the Royal College of Nursing, one of the world’s largest non-profit organisations for nurses. We are committed to being an essential nursing learning resource, inspiring and informing the whole nursing team to deliver best practice and exceptional patient care. We publish 10 leading nursing journals covering most specialisms in nursing, including Nursing Standard – Europe’s best selling nursing weekly. RCNi Learning, our RCN-accredited online learning resource is designed to help nursing students prepare for clinical practice and help qualified nurses enhance their skills and meet CPD requirements.

RedLink
Stand No: 67
Website: http://www.redlink.com and https://redlink-network.org
Contact: Nicola Poser / nposer@redlink.com

RedLink helps libraries and publishers see what they’ve been missing. RedLink’s Publisher Dashboard enables publishers to stay on top of their customers’ needs, proactively deal with risks, easily spot opportunities, and grow their business, while its Library Dashboard helps librarians easily get a complete overview of usage and turn-away data across publishers and find the best content for their patrons. RedLink Network, the affiliated public benefit company, provides a free IP registry and access credentials service that is efficient and secure.
Ringgold Inc
Stand No: 27
Website: www.ringgold.com
Contact: Jay Henry & Diane Cogan / info@ringgold.com
Ringgold created, curates, and maintains the Identify Database of organizational identifiers, and descriptive metadata. Our trusted data allows our customers to focus on analysis, not administration. Ringgold IDs are applied throughout scholarly communications for the accurate and persistent identification of organizations, author affiliations, and deep market analysis. By doing one thing, and doing it well, Ringgold enables different datasets to be connected providing a more complete view of our world.

Royal Society of Chemistry
Stand No: 3 & 4
Website: www.rsc.org
Contact: Chris Smith / smithc@rsc.org
The Royal Society of Chemistry is the world’s leading chemistry community, advancing excellence in the chemical sciences. With over 50,000 members and a knowledge business that spans the globe, we are the UK’s professional body for chemical scientists; a not-for-profit organisation with 175 years of history and an international vision for the future. We promote, support and celebrate chemistry. We work to shape the future of the chemical sciences – for the benefit of science and humanity.

SAGE Publishing
Stand No: 50 & 51
Website: www.sagepublishing.com
Contact: Kelly Nicholls / market@sagepub.co.uk
Sara Miller McCune founded SAGE Publishing in 1965 to support the dissemination of usable knowledge and educate a global community. SAGE publishes more than 1,000 journals and over 800 new books each year, spanning a wide range of subject areas. Our growing selection of library products includes archives, data, case studies and video. SAGE remains majority owned by our founder and after her lifetime will become owned by a charitable trust that secures the company's continued independence. Principal offices are located in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, Singapore, Washington DC and Melbourne. www.sagepublishing.com

Springer Nature
Stand No: 40 & 41
Website: www.springernature.com
Contact: Matthew Peck / libraryrelations@springernature.com
Springer Nature is a new force in research, professional and educational publishing. Every day, around the globe, our imprints, books, journals and resources reach millions of people – helping students to learn, researchers and scientists to discover and professionals to achieve their goals and ambitions. We see it as our role to challenge the status quo on our customers’ behalf – finding new ways to accelerate learning and discovery and making it easier for the world to access, share, use and apply the very best research and information. The Springer Nature family of brands, businesses and imprints includes some of the most famous names in academic, professional and educational publishing.

Statista Limited
Stand No: 79
Website: https://www.statista.com/
Contact: Matthew Davis / matthew.davis@statista.com
Statista is the largest and most extensive statistics platform of its kind in the world, with access to over 1.5 million data sets (adding up to 500 extra per day) with revenue forecasts from 2015 to 2020 on over 400 industries. Also many thousands of downloadable reports, studies and dossiers. Statista provides huge breadth coverage of data relating to most subject areas. Creating all this is a team of over 140 statisticians, database experts, analysts and editors. Statista provides students, faculty and researchers with an innovative, time-saving and intuitive tool for researching quantitative data and statistics aggregating from 18,000 sources and on 75,000 different topics.
Talis

Stand No: 11
Website: talis.com
Contact: Paul Dibble / paul.dibble@talis.com

Talis help universities in eight countries, including over 60% of all UK universities, to manage and deliver learning resources online. Talis services integrate with all major ILS and LMS solutions, together with a range of authentication services, Reproduction Rights Organisations (RRO), bookstores and providers. The cloud-based SaaS system hosts nearly 500,000 reading lists, with over 20 million references, serving in excess of 176 million views of reading lists by students each year. For more information about Talis, visit http://talis.com.

Taylor & Francis Group

Stand No: 64 & 65
Website: www.tandfonline.com
Contact: Luke Antieul / Luke.Antieul@tandf.co.uk

Taylor & Francis Group partners with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to life. As one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals, books, ebooks and reference works our content spans all areas of Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences, Science and Technology, and Medicine. We produce unique, trusted content by expert authors, spreading knowledge and promoting discovery globally. We aim to broaden thinking and advance understanding, providing academics and professionals with a platform to share ideas and realise their individual potential. Taylor & Francis Group publishes more than 2,400 journals and over 5,500 new books each year, with a books backlist in excess of 77,000 specialist titles.

The British Library

Stand No: 66
Website: www.bl.uk
Contact: Joanne Cox / joanne.cox@bl.uk

The British Library is the national library of the United Kingdom and one of the world’s greatest research institutions. The Library’s collection spans all cultures and exceeds 150 million items including books, manuscripts, maps, stamps, music, patents, photographs, newspapers and sound recordings. British Library On Demand supplies organisations and individuals across the globe with the latest academic research and more. EThOS is the national repository for doctoral theses, allowing customers to search over 400,000 records and abstracts, download full texts instantly and order scanned copies. Our Imaging Services offer high-quality reproductions of our own collections as well as commercial digitisation services.

The Company of Biologists

Stand No: 26
Website: www.biologists.com
Contact: Richard Grove / richard.grove@biologists.com

The Company of Biologists is a not-for-profit publishing organisation dedicated to supporting and inspiring the biological community. We are run by distinguished practising scientists. We exist to profit science, not shareholders. We inspire new thinking and support the worldwide community of biologists. We publish five specialist peer-reviewed journals: Development, Journal of Cell Science, Journal of Experimental Biology, Disease Models & Mechanisms and Biology Open. Furthermore, we facilitate scientific meetings, provide travel grants for researchers and support research societies. We ensure the profits from the hard work of scientists inspire future scientific discovery and develop the next generation.

The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)

Stand No: 88,89,90 & 91
Website: www.theiet.org
Contact: Customer services / sales@theiet.org

The IET is Europe’s largest professional body of engineers with over 167,000 members in 150 countries. We offer a range of services and resources including an extensive publishing programme. For the research community, the IET publishes a portfolio of journals and over 500+ eBooks, all located within the dynamic and market-leading IET Digital Library. IET Inspec, a highly respected A&I database with over 16 million abstracts from a range of international publishers, is also available to support and develop engineering excellence. IET.tv hosts the world’s largest online archive of engineering videos and will be filming and live-streaming the UKSG Conference.
Libraries access much of the content they licence on publisher or aggregator platforms and are authenticated via single IP addresses or ranges thereof. In 58% of cases IPs held are either incorrect, overlapping or duplicated and this is a major cause of inflated usage statistics. The community managed www.theIPregistry.org allows libraries to check and correct ranges held free of charge. Historically, the process for updating IP ranges was time-consuming and cumbersome involving multiple emails to each supplier. Using www.theIPregistry.org, libraries can register and confirm updates in just a few clicks. Publishers’ access management systems are updated automatically via an API.

Building on a tradition of editorial excellence, The JAMA Network brings JAMA together with 11 specialty journals to offer enhanced access to the research, viewpoints, and medical news shaping medicine today and into the future. JAMA Cardiology, a new peer-reviewed journal, launched in 2016.

TSO is one of the largest publishers in the UK, publishing more than 9,000 titles a year in print and digital formats. We are part of the Williams Lea Group, the global leader in corporate information solutions. We are still the trusted publishers of official documents and today we occupy a key position in the heart of public sector information, helping our clients to create, manage and publish their information more effectively than ever before. Today we focus on using innovative technology to capture and process information, building on efficiencies to deliver great product solutions for our customers to access.

Thieme Publishing Group, based in Germany, is a privately held, medical and scientific publishing company. For more than 120 years, Thieme’s high quality books and journals have been a vital resource for scientists, physicians, researchers and academics. Thieme publishes over 100 peer reviewed journals and over 500 new books annually. Please visit www.thieme-connect.com to get connected to the electronic products. Thieme Connect combines all of Thieme’s online products and resources together beneath one intuitive interface giving access to Thieme E-Journals, E-Book, E-Learning products, and Reference Works such as Science of Synthesis and Pharmaceutical Substances through one entryway.

Turpin Distribution is an International print and digital fulfilment company providing services to over 50 clients in the academic, scholarly and professional publishing industry. Turpin can accommodate various business models and pricing policies for books, journals, online and e-content enabling publishers to retain control of their products and manage their clients successfully. Our managed services include:
- Journal fulfilment for print and online
- Renewals, claims and sales enquiry handling
- Global eBook distribution
- Multilingual customer service advisors
- Offices in the UK and US
- Extensive online sales reporting.
VitalSource Technologies
Stand No: 56 & 57
Website: www.vitalsource.com
Contact: Karen Coles / Karen.coles@ingramcontent.com
VitalSource is a global leader in building, enhancing, and delivering e-learning content.
MORE THAN BOOKS: We provide immersive, interactive learning experiences that go beyond the printed page and help hundreds of publishers enhance existing content or create new, customised digital products.
GLOBAL REACH: We deliver educational content to instructors and students around the world.
LEARNING UNLEASHED: With the most advanced technology and solutions, VitalSource is helping develop brilliant learners one experience at a time.
UK STUDENTS SAY: ‘A great tool for learning’ (Manchester University); ‘Ebooks are awesome’ (Birmingham City University); ‘Brilliant!’ (Keele University); ‘Wonderfully useful!’ (Kent University).
We’re Transforming Learning. vitalsource.com

Wiley
Stand No: 46 & 47
Website: www.wiley.com
Contact: Kiera Sullivan / kisullivan@wiley.com
Wiley is a global provider of knowledge and knowledge-enabled services that improve outcomes in research, professional practice, and education. Through the Research segment, the Company provides scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, magazines, databases and websites. The Talent Solutions & Education Services segment provides services, technology, insights and content that support learners and institutional partners in business and higher education to improve effectiveness by developing knowledge and skills. In Knowledge and Learning, Wiley provides education solutions including online programme management services for higher education institutions and course management tools for instructors and students, as well as print and digital content.

Wolters Kluwer
Stand No: 39
Website: www.ovid.com
Contact: Luke Collert / Luke.Collert@wolterskluwer.com
Ovid - a Wolters Kluwer, Health Learning, Research and Practice product.
Transforming information into knowledge
Professionals, researchers, students and information managers in the scientific and healthcare communities rely on Ovid for the information they need to explore a new theory, fuel a new discovery, inform ongoing research, and improve patient care. We provide customised clinical, research and educational solutions that help each individual and each organisation transform information into knowledge.

Yewno
Stand No: 103
Website: http://yewno.com/about/
Contact: Jason Chabak / jason@yewno.com
Yewno Discover is a new research application that provides unique benefits not found in traditional library search tools. Yewno Discover complements traditional library discovery tools, adding value to the research process by atomizing full text content to reveal the concepts within. With a sophisticated, yet simple-to-use visual concept browser, Yewno Discover offers the searcher efficient understanding of a new topic and effective insight into interdisciplinary connections.
UKSG 2017
Exhibition Floor Plan
Harrogate Convention Centre, Hall H
UKSG exists to connect the knowledge community and encourage the exchange of ideas on scholarly communication. It is the only organisation spanning the wide range of interests and activities across the scholarly information community of librarians, publishers, intermediaries and technology vendors.

In a dynamic environment, UKSG works to:

• facilitate community integration, networking, discussion and exchange of ideas
• improve members’ knowledge of the scholarly information sector and support skills development
• stimulate research and collaborative initiatives, encourage innovation and promote standards for good practice
• disseminate news, information and publications, and raise awareness of services that support the scholarly information sector.
Does Your eLearning Add Up?

AFFORDABLE + ACCESSIBLE + ENGAGING

67% of students say saving money is a benefit of using eTextbooks

78% of students are satisfied with how easy it is to access their digital textbooks

92% of students value eTextbooks learning tools

= The Perfect Score!

Visit us on Stand 56-57 for cupcakes and cocktails
Monday 10th April 3.00pm-4.00pm

Enter to win an iPad mini with retro arcade unit. To be drawn at the VitalSource stand Wednesday 12th April.

Independent research conducted by Shift Media on behalf of VitalSource, February 2016. Download the full research paper at http://hubs.ly/H06jHBF0.